
Despite what you may think most men actually love and get a lot out

of extended foreplay. Taking time with oral foreplay can seriously up

the satisfaction game for him, making everything more enjoyable. So

to get he best out out giving him a blowjob it is time to focus first on

the warm-up, the key is to buildup his anticipation for a way better

sexual experience.

Who usually starts the sexy time?

You or your partner? If both of you

are okay with one person always

making the first move, great! But,

most people like to mix it up.

Sometimes, if you really want to

blow his mind with the best oral sex

experience, it can all start with you

taking the lead!
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How To Get Started

But First ... 

Lets Talk Teeth. For oral sex, avoid using teeth by covering them with

your lips for softness. Additionally, use techniques you're comfortable

with, ensuring enough saliva or a flavoured, safe lubricant for a better

experience. Note; Some men may request a gentle feather graze of

the teeth, however you must communicate well with each other as to

what this looks like to avoid any harm. 
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What if I gag ? Well the average erect

penis is about 5 inches, and the mouth's

depth is approximately 3 or 4 inches. 

This means taking your man fully into your

mouth could hit the back of your throat

and trigger the gag reflex. 
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Avoiding The Gagging. The key is to control how deep you go by

placing your hand at the base of his penis. For well-endowed

partners, wrap a few fingers around the base for depth control, for

others, just keep your hand near the base or on his thigh. This helps

prevent gagging and lets you focus on maximising his pleasure.

Another essential tip, you have to breath through your nose!

Enthusiasm. Show him you want to be there and who is in charge. As

you become more confident start using your words to tell him how

much you enjoy giving him oral sex. That you can’t wait to taste his

and how giving him a blow job turns you on.

Stroke Him. Slide your hand up to his crotch over his clothes, giving

him a gentle stroke before he takes off his trousers and briefs. Explore

him with your hands. Lightly run your fingers up and down over his

penis and testicles. 

Enthusiasm is a key part of giving great oral sex



Positioning. The position you pick for giving a blow job really matters.

Do you want to take charge, or prefer being more submissive? 

Kneeling by him while he stands can feel submissive, making him feel

dominant. Ensure clear communication to avoid any unwanted head

pushing down or thrusting. 

Feeling Dominant you could push your man down on the bed, so he’s

on his back. Straddle him and slowly lower your mouth around his

penis, commanding him to lay there while you are in control!

Try Out Different Positions like standing, sitting, or kneeling, and

maybe even set up a mirror behind. This can be especially exciting if

your guy is visually stimulated, which a lot of men are.

Kiss His Penis A great way to start off your blow job is by kissing his

penis all over. Try giving him small, quick kisses to longer, more intense

extra wet kisses. Use your hand to guide him as to where you want to

kiss him, not forgetting his testicles. 
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Start from kissing then let it lead into

the oral sex part, slowly moving down

his body with kisses, starting from his

lips and proceeding down to his

chest, navel and his inner thigh, look

him in the eye as you finally kiss 

his penis tip. 



Flick The Frenulum. Many men find the frenulum, where the glans

meets the shaft on the penis's underside, extremely sensitive. A top

blow job tip is to gently flick this area with your tongue tip while

sucking, naturally targeting the frenulum. Begin by flicking his frenulum

before taking his whole penis in your mouth. You can go up-and-

down, side-to-side, in circles, or mix it all up.

Wetter is Better. Suck him gently, making sure to use lots of saliva,

think wet not drooling, thats not sexy, then you can even gently blow

on his wet tip or shaft or even testicles creating a cooling sensation

that is great for teasing your man. 

Moan Into Him. Moans of pleasure or you showing him how much you

are enjoying giving him oral sex will make this whole experience so

much hotter for you both. Sending vibrations form your moans can

intensify sensations to his penis and up the notch on how he feels

when he knows you are enjoying it too!

Eye Contact. Eye contact is incredibly sensual and intense, creating a

deep connection. Being slightly submissive and looking up at your man

during oral sex can be a huge turn-on for him. You might also relish

the sense of sexual power as you watch him in pleasure, controlling

him completely with just your mouth.
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Try focusing on licking the tip of his penis using the least

amount of pressure possible. Many guys report this being

their absolute favourite blow job technique.



Variation Is Your Friend. Most men will crave variety in their sexual

experiences, so sticking to the same two moves every single time

you're giving oral is going to bore him super quickly. But remember,

too much change can be overwhelming, so aim for that sweet spot of

just enough variety.

His Balls. Don't overlook his testicles – they're just as sensitive as his

penis, or for some guys, even more so. You can just kiss and lick them,

play around with your tongue and lips. Gently use your hands to stroke

them, hold and then massage them, even giving a gentle tug and pull

if he's into it.

Taint To Tip. He may enjoy you slowly licking him from his perineum all

the way to the tip of his penis. Doing this in one wet slow, continuous

lick is best. Gently press his penis against his stomach whilst licking

can help you access his perineum and testicles so you can

uninterruptedly lick all the way up. 
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Licking is fun and easy, just hold his penis

in your hands and use your tongue to lick

him. Licking him from the base to the tip

works really well, then move gradually

onto gently sucking him like your 

favourite lollypop
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Slow and Sensual. Slowing down is an effective way to enhance your

man’s pleasure by delaying his orgasm. Instead of rushing, slow your

movements until they're minimal. This gives him the chance to enjoy

the sensation of your lips and tongue over every part of him. It's

particularly beneficial for men with premature ejaculation.

Fast, and Intense. This is the total opposite of the above. You'll be

stimulating as much as you can, as quickly as you can, and as intensely

as you can, note only do this if when you're ready to bring him to the

point of ejaculation as it can tip most men over the edge. 

Roof Of Your Mouth. While it may seem unlikely, angling his penis

during a blow job so the top of his glans rubs against the ridges on

your mouth's roof feels great. However, be cautious with changing

angles to avoid any unwanted scraping him with your teeth. 

Deep Throat. Deep throating is definitely a more advanced technique

when it comes to blow jobs, and it should only be done with complete

consent and trust. The extra pleasure he can receive comes from the

back of your throat. As you take him deep into your mouth the back of

your throat will contact the tip of his penis, remember this technique

isn't for all. 

Take A Break. Remember if your mouth or tongue becomes fatigued,

its okay to simply take a break. Use this opportunity to gently explore

his body with your hands, trace kisses up his abdomen to his nipples,

or share a kiss. 
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How To Finish. It's always a good idea to chat in advance about

whether you're okay with him finishing in your mouth or not. Make sure

to set clear boundaries and check that you're both on the same page. 

If you're okay with him finishing in your mouth, you might be thinking

about what to do next. Really, there's no right or wrong here, it's all

about what you're comfortable with. Not into swallowing? Totally fine,

you can just spit it out. But if you're curious, maybe give swallowing a

shot at least once to see how you feel about it.

Another idea is to have him finish somewhere else, for this you can

even use your hands. You could aim for him to ejaculate on your chin

or cheeks (just be careful not to get into your eyes) over your breasts,

or even into your hands. Lots of guys think it's really hot to see their

partner swallow, but most guys also find it pretty sexy to watch it run

over your smooth skin or to watch you play with it with your fingers
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After giving and receiving oral sex, it's

really key to take a moment to

embrace some aftercare with each

other, in a hug or a kiss. It lets you

both soak in the warmth and closeness

of the experience. Oral sex is

incredibly intimate so allow this time

and connection to bring you closer. 


